What is Archangelic In-Soulment?
By Sri & Kira
Archangelic In-soulment is a rare and ascended form of what people may call channeling.
Therefore let us begin with the question: What is channeling as most people understand
it?
Essentially, channeling is a stream of information that comes in, (an energy enters the
person’s body or perceptual lenses), and can offer a felt sense, visual stream, or sound.
This data is most useful when it is recorded prior to the mind of density adding its own
interpretation of the experience.
It cam be challenging to hold back the mind of density as it wants to be able to
communicate the vision and share the details with others. In a spoken channel, there is
often a blended energy where the automatic responses of the mind of form join with the
pure stream of channeled energy. This explains why traditional channeling often offers
messages of otherworldly origin blended with earth-based subjectivity.
As the ego of density connects with the inspiration, it may automatically experience pride
and a feeling of “specialness”, which is how distortions can arise.
When Ascended Beings communicate through Kira Raa, something very different occurs.
Her body first goes limp, (as in the dying process), as her soul steps out of her physical
vessel, (as learned during her two near death experiences). This process allows the
Ascended being to step in fully and communicate with the audience.
Kira’s ability to move her body is limited solely to the energy of the Ascended Ones
and there is a tangible energy from the communication that is always
loving and filled with timely inspirations.
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Kira is 100% unaware of the transmission experience and therefore has zero influence or
control over the messages delivered. As a pure stream of divine information, the
experience is far beyond the words shared…it is a felt presence of divine communion.
This is a process Sri & Kira embrace together. When Kira Raa leaves her body to allow
for the Angelic presence to enter, her soul is literally held by Sri Ram Kaa. This process
allows for the Ascended beings to communicate without worldly interference. After
several years of delivering messages Helena Blavatsky1 revealed herself to Kira Raa
during a session at the Lotus temple at TOSA Ranch New Mexico. She offered the term
In-souling as a means of comfort to Sri & Kira to better understand the process that was
being disseminated. (This process is shared in Sri & Kira’s book, Sacred Union: The Journey Home.)
Over the past 15 years, we have witnessed multitudes of miracles during these sessions.
Many have had instantaneous healings. Front row attendees have walked away with
what appeared to be sunburn on their faces. Kira’s eyes are always very wide open
during the In-soulment, (and rarely if at all blink), and the energy that transmits
through them has brought many to spontaneous recognition of their own divinity.
After 15 years of experiencing the purity of this energy on a daily basis, we have released
any need to define it. We are blessed to accept this presence as the gift it is. This divine
energy has uplifted our Ascended Consciousness and guided our path. Through the
blessing of this gift we are able to continually offer guidance, monthly predictions,
energetic training and so much more with the illumination of Shanti, Bhakti and Ananda.
We are honored to share this with you!

Sri & Kira sharing love and joy just after a Public Insoulment

1

Helena Petrovna Blavatsky was a Russian occultist, philosopher, and author who co-founded the Theosophical
Society in 1875. She has since appeared to Kira Raa multiple times.
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